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Note from the Editors: Although the e-Competitions editors are doing their best efforts to build a comprehensive set of the leading EU and national antitrust cases, the completeness of the database can not be guaranteed. The present foreword provides readers with a fair view of the existing trends based on cases reported in e-Competitions and alternative sources gathered by the author. Readers are welcome to bring to the attention of the editors any other relevant cases.


I. Introduction

Postal services play a key role in a well-functioning and dynamic EU Single Market and they are of crucial importance to businesses and EU citizens alike. In particular, the parcel sector is experiencing significant growth in terms of volume and plays an important role in the development of e-commerce. Despite the prevalence of email in today’s communications, letter posts also remain relevant, accounting for 0.34% of the EU’s GDP.

After the opening of the postal sector to competition in a gradual and controlled way, the European Commission (“Commission”) is seeking to improve further the quality of delivery and access to postal services and achieve a well-functioning Single Market for postal services [1]. The effective application of competition law is a critical ingredient [2]. However, sectors historically dominated by statutory monopolies (such as the postal sector) have often not evolved easily towards effective competition [3]. The conduct of postal services providers have raised competition concerns relevant to the EU Competition rules.

This Foreword provides an overview of recent decisions concerning anti-competitive practices in the postal sector adopted by the EU Courts, the Commission, and Member State competition authorities (“NCAs”) and courts. Several of these cases deal with key issues of the application of competition law in the postal sector (and beyond) such as:

• The definition of relevant product markets going forward (Slovenská pošta);

• The “as efficient competitor test” and the cost benchmarks used to identify abuse of dominance (}
Post Danmark I and II);

• The scope of judicial review in fact-intensive competition cases (Posten Norge);

• The first merger prohibition under the significant impediment to effective competition test involving entities would not be dominant post-transaction (UPS/TNT).

A common theme emerging from both the EU and the national cases is that a case-by-case assessment is necessary at all levels of the competition analysis (e.g., relevant market definition; dominance; abuse; remedies in merger cases). High-level guidance provided through soft law is valuable but cannot substitute a detailed appraisal of the facts — in particular in the postal sector, where market dynamics were (and still are) substantially affected by the existence of special or exclusive rights.

The remainder of this Foreword is structured as follows. Section II discusses market definition in the postal sector and the role of the Commission’s 1998 Postal Notice (“the 1998 Notice”). Section III describes how competition authorities and courts treat unilateral anti-competitive practices in the postal sector. Section IV turns to the decisional practice of the Commission and NCAs regarding mergers in the sector. This Foreword does not cover cases involving anti-competitive agreements in the postal sector. No such cases were reported in E-Competitions in recent years [4].

II. Market definition

The 1998 Commission Notice makes the following points in terms of market definition:

• markets where special/exclusive rights exist or existed (e.g. universal service obligation reserved area, USO-R) must be separately defined. Following that view, in a case of abuse of dominance involving Correos (Spanish postal incumbent), the Spanish NCA distinguished two markets: the USO-R and all liberalized postal services [5]. Albeit distinct, the two markets were considered as being linked.

• clearance, sorting, transport and delivery of mail in principle constitute distinct markets. Indeed, deciding on a case of discriminatory pricing, the Higher Regional Court of Düsseldorf examined the transportation of letters separately from the collection and pre-sorting services of Deutsche Post [6].

• different categories of customers and postal items must be distinguished in terms of market definition. The Spanish NCA underlined that services to business and services to non-business customers do not belong to the same market, because there is no demand-side substitutability [7].

• activities combining new telecommunication technologies with elements of postal services are distinct markets.

• territories of the Member States constitute separate geographic markets for the delivery of domestic and inward cross-border mail [8]. In Denmark, the NCA and national courts followed this rule and even extended it to services that are not reserved, such as unaddressed mail [9].

While NCAs and national courts generally follow the basic principles contained in the Notice when dealing with competition cases in the postal sector, there are also exceptions. In 2009, the Dutch...
NCA considered that transport, sorting, distribution and delivery of letters belonged to one over-arching market [10]. In another case, when assessing the partial acquisition of Leijona Oy by Suomen Posti Oyj, the Finnish NCA viewed the postal distribution market “as a whole” [11].

More recently, in Slovenská pošta, the Commission itself was accused of departing from the Postal Notice. In its abuse of dominance decision concerning the Slovakian incumbent postal operator, the Commission defined a separate market for hybrid mail services, which included all levels of the distribution chain, including delivery. According to the Postal Notice, Slovenská pošta argued, the Commission should have defined a separate market for the traditional delivery of postal items and then assess whether that market included the physical delivery of postal items generated in the context of hybrid mail. The General Court upheld the Commission’s decision. It found that the Postal Notice does not oblige the Commission to distinguish delivery from the other services, but only gives general guidance as shown by the use of the terms “in principle”. In fact, according to the General Court, “[t]he market can only be defined for each individual service according to the particular circumstances of each case”. [12]

III. Unilateral anti-competitive practices

The most important competition issues in the postal sector (as in all recently liberalized industries) generally concern allegations that dominant incumbent operators have engaged in abusive conduct to foreclose competitors. Below is a summary of the most relevant EU Court, national court, and NCA cases, looking first at dominance and second, at abuse.

1. Dominance

As set out in the Commission’s 2008 Guidance Paper, three criteria are key for a finding of dominance [13]: the market position of the dominant undertaking; barriers to entry for actual or potential competitors; and countervailing buyer power.

The NCAs and national courts that examine unilateral conduct cases in the postal sector generally apply the same criteria to identify dominance. Generally, it is not difficult to establish a strong market position, since the incumbent operator tends to have a significant position in the local postal market. Finding that barriers to entry exist is, however, more controversial. In the postal sector, typical barriers to entry resulted from areas of activity reserved by law for one postal operator. Under the Third Postal Directive [14], reserved areas have been abolished since 1 January 2011. All operators can now, in principle, compete in the market for all types of postal services. Even so, entry barriers continue to subsist in this sector. For example, in its decision of April 2013, the Spanish NCA found that Correos was dominant in the wholesale market for access to the public postal network and the retail market for the provision of postal services for administrative notifications as a consequence of the privileges it had been enjoying over the past years. When assessing Correos’ dominance, the Spanish NCA also took into account that the company was the designated operator of the universal service, although it did not benefit from a reserved area after 2011 [15].

2. Abuse

A. Refusal to Supply

A firm can be found to abuse its dominant position when it refuses to supply an input that is
objectively necessary to undertakings that compete in a downstream market and, as a result, eliminates effective competition in that market and causes consumer harm [16].

In April 2013, the Spanish NCA found that Correos (the incumbent postal operator) abused its dominant position in the upstream market for access services to the public postal network and the downstream services market for administrative notifications. Administrative notifications are communications addressed to individuals by public administration and courts in Spain. When those notifications are sent through Correos’ public postal network, they benefit from a legal presumption of veracity and authenticity. Correos held a 100% market share in the upstream market but faced competition in the downstream market, as a few private operators had entered offering administrative notification services to the public administration. In 2011, Correos refused to grant access to the public postal network to private operators handling administrative notifications. The NCA found that such access was essential for the operators to compete in the retail market. It was practically impossible for those operators to replicate Correos’ postal network and even if they did, their deliveries would still not benefit from the presumption of veracity and authenticity which exists for deliveries through the Correos network. The NCA concluded that i.a., Correos’ refusal created an insurmountable barrier to entry in the downstream market, because it prevented other operators from providing administrative notification services to public authorities who require the presumptions described above.

The Federal Cartel Office in Germany also investigated a refusal to supply case in the postal sector. The proceedings were initiated after Compador (a company affiliated with Deutsche Post) refused to continue providing maintenance services for the letter sorting machines of PostCon (a competitor of Deutsche Post). The FCO found that some of the maintenance services could only be provided by Compador. Without those services, it would be impossible for PostCon to sort a portion of its letters and compete effectively against Deutsche Post. The proceedings were abandoned after Compador proposed a new contract to PostCon that was in line with the FCO’s requirements [17].

B. Margin squeeze

In TeliaSonera, the Court of Justice of the EU (“CJEU”) found that a margin squeeze could, “in itself, constitute an independent form of abuse distinct from that of refusal to supply [18].” Put simply, a margin squeeze is an individual category of abusive conduct and can be found to breach Article 102 TFEU even where the dominant company is not obliged to supply its downstream competitor (e.g., because its input is not indispensable).

As far as the postal sector is concerned, a margin squeeze may occur particularly in liberalized markets when the incumbent’s competitors rely on its network infrastructure to provide their services. For instance, a postal operator often controls a key input (e.g., “last mile” delivery of letters) supplied to rivals (e.g., providers of delivery-related services like mail preparation). By setting a high price for the input (here, access to delivery) and/or a low a price for the retail product (here mail service), a postal operator could foreclose “as efficient” competitors.

In January 2014, the Spanish NCA fined Correos (the incumbent postal operator) more than EUR 8 million for margin squeeze. Correos competes with rivals such as Unipost in the retail market for postal services involving large senders in Spain. To offer those services, Unipost and others needed access to the public postal service network, which is managed by Correos. The NCA found that
Correos offered discounted prices to large senders while it was charging very high prices to its
downstream rivals for access to the network. As a result, Unipost and other rivals could not viably
offer their services to large customers [19].

Poste Italiane, the incumbent postal operator in Italy, was active in the upstream market of hybrid
mail (through its subsidiary Postel). Postel faced competition by several rivals. Poste Italiane was
also active in the downstream market for hybrid mail delivery, in which there was no competition.
The operators in the upstream market had to use Poste Italiane’s services to deliver hybrid mail. In
2003, an undertaking lodged a complaint with the Italian NCA claiming, among other things, that it
was charged the regular postal tariff by Poste Italiane for delivery of hybrid mail, while Postel was
proposing to big customers reduced postal delivery tariffs, if they used its own hybrid mail services.
The NCA found that this conduct was abusive, because Poste Italiane was margin squeezing its
competitors in the hybrid mail market. The NCA imposed a fine of EUR 1.6 million on Poste Italiane
in 2006 (for this and other abusive conduct) [20].

C. Exclusive Dealing And Related Practices

A dominant undertaking may also abuse its dominant position if it forecloses competitors through
the use of exclusive purchasing obligations or rebates.

In April 2012, the EFTA Court handed down a judgment in a case on exclusive dealing in the postal
sector (Posten Norge) [21].

The Court upheld the decision of the EFTA Surveillance Authority, which looked into the
establishment of Posten Norge’s Post-in-Shop network. With this initiative, Posten Norge sought to
provide parcel delivery and other services through retail outlets owned by third parties, such as
supermarkets and petrol stations. In the framework contracts with the Post-in-Shop partners, Posten
Norge included exclusivity clauses preventing them from granting access to their outlets to Posten
Norge’s competitors. The exclusivity obligations foreclosed Posten Norge’s parcel delivery
competitors from approximately 50% of all outlets in grocery stores, kiosks, and petrol station chains
in Norway. The exclusivity clauses had been in place for 5-6 years and Posten Norge was
considering extending them further. The EFTA Surveillance Authority found that Posten Norge had
abused its dominant position in the market for business-to-consumer over-the-counter parcel
delivery by pursuing an exclusivity strategy with preferential treatment when establishing its
Post-in-Shop network. The EFTA Court upheld the decision of the EFTA Surveillance Authority [22].

In 2012, the Irish NCA launched an investigation into exclusivity rebates granted by An Post (the
Irish incumbent postal operator) to its customers. More specifically, the rebates concerned An Post’s
zonal pricing scheme for the delivery of newspapers and periodicals. In 2014, the NCA found that An
Post charged lower prices to publishers that used its services exclusively and attempted to charge
higher prices to publishers that also used a competitor. The NCA held that An Post’s conduct
constituted an abuse of dominance under the “formalistic per se” approach but added that it also
had likely anticompetitive exclusionary effects. In its assessment, the NCA also took into account (i)
the lack of transparency in the application of the zonal pricing scheme and (ii) An Post’s internal
documents directly referring to the company’s exclusionary strategy. An Post amended its
procedures for the application of the zonal pricing scheme and addressed the competition concerns
raised during the proceedings. As a result, the NCA closed the investigation [23].
D. Predatory Pricing

Under the seminal AKZO judgment [24], a dominant firm’s pricing is presumed predatory (and thus abusive) when prices are set below its average variable costs (“AVC”). If the dominant firm’s prices are above AVC but below average total costs (“ATC”), unlawful predation can only be established on the basis of additional evidence. The 2008 Guidance Paper retained the logic of this test but changed the relevant cost benchmarks. Instead of AVC and ATC, prices have to be compared to the average avoidable cost (“AAC”) and the long term average incremental cost (“LRAIC”), respectively [25].

In the postal sector, the Commission proposed a specific approach to predatory pricing: in the Deutsche Post decision, the Commission stipulated that a multi-service undertaking “must earn revenue on [a particular] service which at least covers the costs attributable to or incremental to producing the specific service”, or the average incremental cost (“AIC”) [26]. In that case, the AIC was defined as including variable and fixed costs arising solely from the provision of the service in question.

When dealing with predatory pricing cases in the postal sector, NCAs are inspired by the logic of the AKZO test, but are inconsistent in the use of relevant cost benchmarks.

For example, the Danish NCA investigated the pricing of Post Danmark (the Danish incumbent postal operator) in unaddressed mail services and in 2004, fined Post Danmark for abuse of dominance. The NCA found that Post Danmark had been charging below-cost prices to three customers of its main rival (Forbruger-Kontakt or “FK”). Post Danmark appealed the decision to the Eastern High Court, which upheld the NCA’s decision. Post Danmark appealed to the Supreme Court, which requested a preliminary ruling from the CJEU. In March 2012, the CJEU handed down its ruling, which focused on two types of pricing conduct:

- To one of FK’s customers, Post Danmark offered prices that were above AIC but below ATC. The Danish NCA had calculated the AIC by taking into account: (i) the fixed and variable cost attributable to the distribution of unaddressed mail; (ii) common variable costs; (iii) 75% of attributable common costs of logistical capacity; and (iv) 25% of non-attributable common costs. This method of calculation went much further than the definition of AIC that the Commission gave in Deutsche Post, where AIC should only cover element (i) above [27].
- The CJEU considered the AIC benchmark used by the Danish NCA but did not confirm nor criticize its application. The Court limited itself to stating that “in the specific circumstances of the case... it must be considered that such a method of attribution would seem to seek to identify the great bulk of the costs attributable to the activity of distributing unaddressed mail” [28].

The CJEU went on to note that prices above AIC and below ATC constitute an abuse of dominance only if the national court can establish that they produce an actual or likely exclusionary effect to the detriment of competition. In the case of Post Danmark, this was unlikely as FK eventually won back the customer [29]. Nor did the CJEU consider Post Danmark’s pricing as part of a plan for eliminating competitors [30].

- As regards the other two customers, Post Danmark offered prices above ATC but below what it was offering to its pre-existing customers. The CJEU stated that “in those circumstances, it cannot be concluded that such prices have anticompetitive effects” [31]. The CJEU thus confirmed the views...
of AG Mengozzi who opined that only in exceptional circumstances can above-cost pricing (albeit selective) qualify as an abuse of dominant position [32].

Based on the CJEU’s responses, the Danish Supreme Court overturned the decision of the NCA in February 2013 [33].

In December 2009, the Dutch NCA examined a complaint against TNT (the Dutch incumbent postal operator) for abuse of dominance in the market for addressed print, by engaging, among other practices, in predatory pricing [34]. The Dutch NCA assessed separately the sacrifice and the foreclosure elements of TNT’s behaviour. As to sacrifice, the Dutch NCA used the LRAIC benchmark. The NCA’s investigation demonstrated that average prices had been consistently above LRAIC and hence, TNT’s pricing entailed no sacrifice. As regards foreclosure, the NCA took into account the development of the complainant’s competitive position over the years. Given that the complainant increased its returns almost every year and won tenders against TNT, the NCA decided that the complainant was not foreclosed by TNT’s pricing. When comparing the pricing of the addressed print service to the LRAIC benchmark, the Dutch NCA explicitly mentioned that it followed the incremental cost test of the Deutsche Post decision. This means that it only took into account the incremental costs of addressed print services (liberalized service), without considering any costs related to the universal service obligation.

E. Discriminatory Pricing

According to Article 102(c) TFEU, a dominant firm commits an abuse when it applies “dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage”. Price differentiation is common in the postal sector. An example is the practice of postal operators to grant preferential tariffs for large mail senders, without extending them to mail intermediaries. The latter are competitors of the postal operator who offer mail preparation services (i.e., collection of mail, sorting, delivering to access points) to customers of the postal operator. The issue was examined by NCAs and national courts in France and Germany. Interestingly, the outcomes differed.

In 2007, La Poste notified to the French NCA its rebate scheme for 2008. Among other mechanisms, La Poste offered rebates to its large customers through a system of so-called “commercial contracts” (contrats commerciaux). These rebates were calculated on the basis of the turnover realized by La Poste with the client in question. However, they only concerned direct senders, while excluding, among others, mail intermediaries. The French NCA [35] and French courts [36] found that La Poste was within its rights to not extend its rebates regime to mail intermediaries. This approach can be justified on the grounds that postal rebates were granted to stimulate demand, which is only achieved when rebates are directed at mail originators [37].

By contrast, in Germany, the Federal Cartel Office (FCO) examined a rebate scheme of Deutsche Post, whereby a price reduction was given to large customers who perform mail preparation services themselves, as long as they exceeded a specific volume threshold. This price reduction was not given to mail intermediaries. This was found to constitute unlawful discriminatory pricing. In other words, the FCO suggested that when the rebate is given for the provision of a mail preparation service, large customers and mail intermediaries are in comparable situations. Hence, they should be treated identically, as regards pricing, and receive the same price reductions [38].
F. Rebates

On 6 October 2015, the CJEU issued its preliminary ruling in the Post Danmark II case [39]. The case provides further guidance on the circumstances under which certain types of rebates by dominant companies can be found to breach competition rules.

Post Danmark held a share of approximately 95% in the delivery of bulk mail in Denmark. 70% of the bulk mail market was covered by Post Danmark’s statutory monopoly on delivery of mail under 50g. Post Danmark offered most of its customers a standardised retroactive rebate of 6-16% applicable to purchases made during a reference period of one year. The rebates applied without distinction to mail falling within and outside the scope of Post Danmark’s monopoly rights. The rebate scheme covered the majority of customers on the market.

The CJEU made clear that the rebate in question was neither an exclusivity rebate nor a quantity rebate. The rebate was not conditional on exclusivity or quasi-exclusivity; nor was it solely linked to the volumes purchased. Rather, a retroactive rebate scheme based on purchases during a reference period falls within a different category and must be assessed in light of all relevant circumstances to gauge its likely effects on competition. For instance, the fact that the rebate scheme covers the majority of customers on the market may constitute a useful indication as to the extent of that practice and its impact on the market, which may bear out the likelihood of an anti-competitive exclusionary effect. However, the Court held that it was not justified to establish an appreciability (de minimis) threshold for the purposes of determining whether there is an abuse of a dominant position since there may be cases where any further weakening of competition will be abusive. It follows that market coverage is a relevant factor, but there is no absolute threshold below which abuse cannot be found.

The CJEU held further that there is no legal obligation to always apply the “as efficient competitor” test before finding abuse. That said, recourse to the “as efficient competitor” test in cases involving rebate schemes is by no means excluded. The test is one tool amongst others for the purposes of assessing whether a rebate scheme is abusive. Specifically as regards the 2008 Guidance, which sets out a version of the as-efficient-competitor test to assess the competitive effects of rebates [40], the Court held that in accordance with its nature, the Guidance merely sets out the Commission’s priorities; accordingly, the administrative practice followed by the Commission is not binding on NCAs and courts.

In the specific circumstances of the case, the Court rejected the application of the “as efficient competitor” test. Post Danmark held a very high market share and benefitted from structural advantages conferred, inter alia, by that undertaking’s statutory monopoly, which applied to 70% of mail on the relevant market, making the emergence of an as-efficient competitor practically impossible. In those circumstances, the presence of a less efficient competitor might contribute to intensifying the competitive pressure on that market and, therefore, to exerting a constraint on the conduct of the dominant undertaking [41].

In their decisions concerning rebates in the postal sector, NCAs have also taken into account some of the conditions of competition and/or the characteristics of the rebate scheme. For instance:

- In April 2014, the Cypriot NCA adopted a decision rejecting a complaint that the DPS (the Cypriot
postal incumbent) abused its dominant position in the market for delivery of unaddressed mail. The criteria that the Cypriot NCA took into account broadly follow the Commission’s 2008 Guidance Paper. It first compared post-discount pricing of DPS services with the AVC and the ATC linked to the delivery of unaddressed mail. The Cypriot NCA found that under all possible methodologies, the effective price was above the AVC (and in some cases, also above ATC) [42]. The NCA then assessed other elements of DPS’ conduct to determine whether this produced an (actual or likely) exclusionary effect to the detriment of competition. Eventually, the NCA found that this was not the case because: (i) the rebates were based on quantity and not only on loyalty; (ii) they were granted in a transparent way; (iii) the customers were not locked-in because their contracts with DPS were not long-term; and (iv) DPS’ pricing did not lead to any significant increase in the turnover or the share of DPS in the market.

- In May 2012, the Swedish NCA closed an investigation into a rebate scheme of Posten (the Swedish incumbent postal operator) which offered 20% discounts to customers of Posten’s main competitor, Bring Citymail Sweden AB. The Swedish NCA decided that the scheme did not raise competition concerns because it only applied to a few isolated customers. The scheme’s effect on the market was found to be very limited as only a small number of customer contracts had been concluded and no actual shipments had been made [43].

G. Other Types of Abuse

Under Article 102 TFEU, the list of types of conduct that amount to an abuse of dominance is non-exhaustive [44]. Sometimes the specific circumstances of a case are not adequately captured by existing categories of abuse because the tools and mechanisms used to exclude competition differ from those expressly mentioned in Article 102 TFEU or established in the case law [45].

The Italian NCA identified such types of abusive conduct by Poste Italiane on two occasions in recent years:

- Application of VAT exemption to individually negotiated universal services (2013). The universal service provider enjoys a VAT exemption regime for the services it offers to its customers. Under EU rules, this exemption should not apply to customer contracts that have been individually negotiated [46]. However, Poste Italiane (the universal service provider in Italy) extended the VAT exemption regime to such individually negotiated contracts (e.g., contracts involving discounts or departing from its General Conditions). In so doing, Poste Italiane unlawfully gained a competitive advantage vis-à-vis its competitors, who had to include VAT in their prices. Poste Italiane countered that it was required by (Italian) law to exempt the individually negotiated contracts from VAT. The NCA held that such national law was contrary to EU law and disapplied it. However, citing the CIF case law, [47] the NCA did not impose any fine on Poste Italiane, acknowledging that its conduct had been dictated by national legislation [48]. The Regional Administrative Court of Lazio upheld the decision of the Italian NCA in February 2014 [49].

- Abuse of the control on the postal network (2011). In 2011, the Italian NCA found that Poste Italiane used its control over the postal network in Italy in ways that disadvantaged its rival TNT and which did not constitute competition on the merits [50]. TNT had launched the “Formula Certa” service, which guaranteed mail delivery at a specific time and date. When a letter was sent through the Formula Certa service but mistakenly addressed through the Poste Italiane network, Poste
Italiane would not return the mail to TNT. Instead, the mail was forwarded back to the actual sender. This came at unreasonably high costs for the senders. Moreover, Poste Italiane would destroy mail, if the sender did not want to pay the fee for the return. The NCA found that this did not constitute competition on the merits. The Regional Administrative Court of Lazio overturned the decision of the Italian NCA in 2013. The Regional Court found that even if Poste Italiane did not have a collaborative approach to TNT, this did not amount to anti-competitive foreclosure beyond competition on the merits. The Regional Court added that sporadic evidence of Poste Italiane’s conduct was not sufficient – an overall abusive plan would have to be uncovered [51]. The Council of State confirmed the judgment of the Regional Court of Lazio in January 2014 (full text judgment issued in May 2014) [52].

IV. Mergers

The most important recent development in mergers in the postal sector is the prohibition of the UPS/TNT deal by the Commission in January 2013. In this case, the Commission’s investigation focused on the market for international express deliveries of small packages in the EEA. There were only four main players in this market in Europe, also known as “integrators”: UPS, TNT, DHL, and FedEx. Integrators control international seamless air and ground small package delivery networks. Other market players, such as national postal operators, can only compete to a limited extent in this market segment because they do not reach comparable efficiency or reliability, given their heavy reliance on road rather than air transport.

The Commission found that the transaction would significantly lessen competition in 15 Member States, bringing the number of integrators from four to three and in many cases, from three to two. It added that the merger would likely lead to price increases (as corroborated by the price concentration analysis conducted by UPS itself). The combined entity would also face only limited restrictions by new entry or customer bargaining power. Post-transaction, the merged entity would not be dominant. Notwithstanding this, the Commission found that a deal created a significant impediment to effective competition even without the creation or strengthening of a dominant position. Finally, while the Commission accepted that the deal gave rise to certain efficiencies, in particular regarding savings in air network costs, it concluded that such savings would not outweigh the predicted price increases.

While the parties proposed commitments to address the Commission’s competition concerns, the Commission did not consider these to be sufficient. The small package delivery sector is a network industry. Being a viable and credible competitor requires having a seamless comprehensive network both at pick-up and delivery points, including development of aircraft fleet. The Commission found that the carve-out remedy the parties proposed would not lead to the emergence of a credible competitor to the merging parties [53]. When Fedex notified its own plan to acquire TNT in 2015, the Commission raised similar concerns on the international express delivery services market. The Commission opened a Phase II investigation in July 2015 focusing again on the international express services market and finding that it is very concentrated (only four players to be reduced to three post-transaction). However, after conducting a price analysis on the markets affected by the deal, the Commission now seems set to approve the merger [54].

Mergers in domestic package delivery are typically dealt with by the NCAs. In 2014, the Polish NCA unconditionally cleared DPD’s acquisition of shares in Siodemka. Unlike the Commission’s
assessment in international small package delivery, the Polish NCA found that there are numerous competitors in domestic small package delivery and new entry is easy, fuelled by the practice of ad hoc orders and by customers’ strategy to multi-source [55]. In the same vein, in 2012, the French NCA unconditionally cleared the acquisition of Sernam by Calberson, highlighting that there is overcapacity among competitors’ domestic package delivery and that buyers have significant countervailing power which could constrain the combined entity despite its relatively high share [56].

NCAs have also looked at mergers involving vertical overlaps in the postal sector. For example, the merger of Posten AB (Swedish incumbent postal operator) with a company offering printing and enveloping of business/marketing mail raised input foreclosure concerns, namely, that post-merger, Posten AB could discriminate in favour of customers that purchase mail distribution combined with printing/enveloping services and against customers that are only interested in mail distribution services. The Swedish NCA cleared the transaction but subject to remedies i.e., providing for non-discriminatory open access to all the services of the combined entity [57].

The joint venture (“JV”) between Post Danmark (Danish postal incumbent) and a newspaper publisher for the distribution of unaddressed mail raised similar issues, i.e., that Post Danmark might provide cheaper solutions for postal delivery to the joint venture compared to other distributors of unaddressed mail, which also needed to make use of this input. The Danish NCA approved the JV but subject to remedies ensuring that Post Danmark and the JV will continue to act as independent players in the market and that other competitors will not be foreclosed [58].

Although the Parties mainly offer behavioural remedies to address competition concerns in mergers in the postal sector, divestiture remedies are also not uncommon. For instance, in La Poste/ Swiss Post, the Commission cleared the creation of a JV in international mail services subject to conditions. The Parties offered to divest Swiss Post International France SAS, namely the subsidiary through which Swiss Post was active in France. The Parties also undertook to transfer to the purchaser the customer relationships of Swiss Post International France SAS [59].
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